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When thH sl:Tosium v.is first. b. ,g planned, we were faced with a

somewhat staring problem: to speak. about one of the most spoken about

topics that people lizve ever wondered about. This we have chosen to do by

tarkling a single phenelnunon the actual interactions our volunteers

participate in in the course of their everyday activities -- and examinilq; it

within a vriety of perspectives. Thus, you have already heard about the

content and develapment of their interaction p:itterns -- both for college

stuf:ents and fur yeung ebildren; alr.Jut the factors in their up-bringing which

influence tbeir current social beavor; about how they perceive people; and

about the rciation::hip beteeen their x.`lI-perccycinon and general sociability

What I wonld like to describe is some heginnjug work which attemptL-4 to

coL.;)ine a nuMber of these viewpoirIrs into a theoretical framework about the

nature : social relationships, 11,.:7 do people's percepi6ns of themselves

and thcir interactions relate to their feelings about those relation-

shipr;, and their proression over time? A reading of the literature

preccnts two predominant perspediver; on this question, both

of them well-dcamented. The first, generically groupcd as equity theories,

pet7tulates that people are most satisf.id 'Alen they believe their qualities

ilmtch those of theil7 partners. AccordinR to the equity point of view, they

rn;ly prefer to interact with more desirable others, but these relationshlips

are unstable and will dissipate. Though the process by which this

develops is uncle:2r, im-Anbili'y and dissat.isfaction may rermlt: from the

guilt of the "over-tewarded"partnor, the deprivation of the "under-rewarded"

poYson, or of course, bolJk. hit11:717 wny, stahle,atisfying, enduring relation-

ships are most: 1P:-..ely when the participants feel they are more. or less

evenly matched -- though the match need not occur on the sa:Ile dimension.
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It I el much more fluid exchouge. ()lin pc,rson might, for example, trade her

superior intellinse for his greatcr physical attractiveness. On some

general level, howL.vcr, an equitable balance is perceived.

An alLeunative point of view might be labelled mo.:,.ilizing,or self-

enhaneemont. This nation stipulates 01;11 people most prefer to interact

with hitThly desir:Inle others, and to the e%tent that thoy are perceived less

pcn-7itivcly, the relationship is less rewarding and consequently less

lihelv to continue. The probleTa with a maximizing principle is that what

is for one partner would be minimizing for the other if they

share smilor pereepions and values. However, if it is true that the

most satisfying relationship is mimizi.nr then there is room for

both active striving and cognitive changes in such a direction.

I do not wish to imply thr. I believe these views to be contradictory.

Ali.hongh they may seem so at first glance, they are ndt. One of many

in.Lerfoc, which we will rilcennt.er lotor, sur,gests a modest tendency to

perceive one's partner:: just a bit more positively than oneself within

relntiensh-ip that is gcncrlly equitable. This is z-fnalogous to the

prcferenee for ad':ontrteens inequities which equity theorists hove

deseril in ecorylmic siLuationn. I do mean Lo imply that there are

gaps in our underndin?; of how these tendencies interact in tho

proresicn of :11-VIHotion, iner;:ction and relationships. The point of

this reenrch iS to esamiuc how self-perceptions, perceptions of ono's

interaction pertn ond t1 rolativc (iilferences in_t%:een these

impl-e..;ions relate to a person's feelings about that relationship, and

the omen(' their intorootion tahes over Li;!lo.
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Thur,: ;; 1;f:11(o:A (plc;:t. on or r7 ,11tation --- or perhaps underlying

assfnptions if; a b,-,tter pL-ose for it -- which needs to be considered before

discussin our results. This question asks just how vand is it to examine

the e:!.chane processe!; in secla relationships in terms of trait impresions.

Equjly theory stipulates th:!t the relevant dimensions in anv interaction are

"impWc!';" vi.AL onL! 0.onirihutes to o relationship -- and "outcomes" -- what

one gets out 0U IL, in a mlny interpersenal attraerion studies, inputs

and onteons ccuparcJ on f;tirly apparent, superficial characteristics

ati:activc-ness, status, popularity. In discussing actual on-going

rolaLionL,hps, it seems necessary to e-.1tend this:. list more ,,,,enerally to those

qualitics which each person hrings to the relationship, and which characterize

thoir inter,:lctio::. In a very real senrie, what one contributes is oneself

emd what ono rai.ns is 1_11 other person. Self- and other-peTceptions can in

thin way hc, theniTht of as perceived inputs and outcomes in a sociol exchange,

and tlu'ir relfltive %dues as a measure of how equitable (or evenly matched)

their reltienThip In 11.:,12. respondent.

1), I, 11:'11i, 1: 0; Sr, f. c;fr.71.
_

With thi;-; formnlaCien in mind, we decided to see how perceptions of soli

and othcr reiatcd tn two central affective evaluar.ions of a relationship:

r4atislai.tion and perceived fairness.. More npecifically, our strateu 11;13 to

thm:o patte.:nf; ef impressions uhich hest predicted satisfaction and

fairno-- in tho four sell-other sex pairings. Joe Porae has already

clorlhed hoe our respondents rated themselves and. their closest male and

fewale .;11t1t;Ilit:1 alonr, 14 bipolar trait scales. At: the same time, thny

were af;ked to indicate on similar senies how satisfying that relationship
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was for the;a ond hoe fair it appeared fo be.

For each of the 14 characteristics, as well as the overall evaluation

which w:ts obteined by r:umming across all 14 dimensions, our strategy was to

enter their self-evalwttion, their evaluation of this other person, the

difference between these two ratings, and the absolute value of this difference

into a series of hierarehifll multple regreseion analyses predicting satis-

faction snd fairness. Of the latter two terms, the difference between self

and ether vas used to represent :input differences sensitive to direction;

the absolute value of this difference was included to test for inverted "V"

effeeLs that is, decreases in satisfaction or perceived fairness as one

moves in either direction from equality, as equity theory would E,2eM to predict.

Sueh an e:ftensive series of inter-correlated analyses of course carries

with IL on it conveniently large probability of chance results. To compensate

for Lhe unavoidable pitfalls, we utileier.ed what: might best be labelled

"interoeular pattern analysis" -- that is, to be eonsidcred,a particular

result lid to be strong and it hnd to be consistent. To this end, the

factor :Aroctures reported by Porae provided a framework. Any variable yielding

a ;sit-tic:Jet pattern of resnits had to be sebstantiated by other variables

loading on the same fector. Although this is far from a formal procedure,

it does eliminte many obseure, trivial and "chancey" results and would .vem

to be desivable in ony research using large numbers of variables and analyses.

Loebin!-% First the data for oppoite-se7 relationships, some intercsting

ptterns eloctge. Consistently, satisfaction and fairness are beet predicted

as a linear function of how positively the other person is evaluated, regardless

of whether we arc telking about females or males describing their closest

oppo:;ite se:-: Friend. This can be seen in the first slide, which
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presentl; s(Tarrite regre'm',11 analyses using the overall. evaluations

as predictors. That variable which accounted for the largest proportion of

vr:riance us ;,11ocl to enter the analysis first; the additional varience

accounted fyr by subsequent variables was then tested for significance to see

if they a:Idd nny appreciable inforniatien (ef. columns 2, 3, and 4). By

comparing :t (:ootribution to the overall regression equation with

its single ;:ero-order correlation (column 5), we ean determine just what each

term tells uniquely about satisfaction or fairness, and.what it shares

with other elfects. For example, for mles, their overall evaluation of

their fe:naie friends best., "Ind I might add rather strongly, predicts how

satifvinp, t 11. relationship is, and how fair it appears to be. None of the

other terms at:ds any censetpiential variance. Thus, the significant correlation

with thc self-other difference is most probably a function of other ratings,

and not :;elf-perceptions or any irdepndent measure of diffe.rence.

Given rcther substantial proportion of varianya accounted for (517.),

this result carries some interesting impiicition;. Males find their closest

fe77'lle rclaionhips least satisfyimg and least fair when they percei,/c

their pr.rtner less favoriibly; the more positively they see her the more

satisi.virg 1,,ie the relationship. Furthermore, this pattern held aCross

all of the evaluative dimensions except. soci al desirability -- the fctor

which load(d on phsical attractiveness, sex appeal, and popularity. This

fact or awl e;:ch individual items bore no relation to satisfaction or

fairnes:;. Whatc./er the vole of physical beauty in attraction, it may well

have little impact on Footings about actual, on-going relationships. instead,

more socially-h-led characteristics -- personaility, genuineness, competence
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relatc-J to satisfaction and fairnes:!. Ferhaps iL is true, as Walster and

Berscheid (1974) hinted, that: attractive individuals fail to develop certain

social skills by le;;rning too soon co rely on more superficial means of

attraction and interaction.

More germane Lo the point of this paper is the finding of a linear

relation between impre-,.ious and satisfaction and fairness, thereby support'ing

a mimlzing hypothesis aud contra-indicating any notions of mntching. These .

males were clearly most pleased about their interactions with more personable

and competent women. Thc pattern for females is highly similar. Satisfection

in their closest male relationship is strongly related to their evaluations

of him, and none of the other variables. Although fairness is likewise

best predicted by other evaluations, now the absolute difference between

self and other couf.ributes a significant share of unique variance, lf we

recall that this term in essence testt; for equity by eNamining differences ir-

respective of which partner is rated mare favorably, then it would 30CM that

fcmlr-!s perceiving unfairness Where either partner is evaluated

more favorably. Th;s effect and the t;Erong,2r linear ,rcuf hang together

heautirnily: an inverted "V" whose right :ride has been raised. Or, to put

it in words, the fairest relationship occurs when one's partner is perceived

slightly mere favorably than oneself. Large discrepancies are le::s fair,

hut a difference of a given magnitude is fairer when the other person. is

favored rather than onnsell. This is, by the way, consistent with the

payment: inequity liternture. Subjects are traditionally more tolerant of

overpily Lhan underpJy, and ye mW)L :7;ty Lliat these females see a relationship

with a male friend as fairer if they are over-rewarded by him rather than
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under-rewarded. But: note this was el*: true for perceived fairner.s; no such

inverted i'V" occorred for satisfaction. Apparently they were willing to achnow-

ledge higher Other evaluation relationships as somewhat. unfair without any

diminution in theft satisfaction. within these constraints, then,

a maximi:in point of view is favored. Both males and females were more

satisfied with oppoite-se% relationships to the extent that they perceived

their portlier more po:,itively. This hedonistic tendency may have important

conseuencus for the development and stability of a relationship, of course,

and this will be discussed later. Matching on personal characterist.i.es does

not seem to indicate satisfaetiou.

lotcrestinglv, the female pattern emerged only on dimensions incorporating

ratings of his social desirability and personability. Competence-laden acljectiws

showcd no systematic relation to satisfaction or fairness. Civen that

copetenre predict:el female attraction to males in Porac's data, perhaps,

as with the males for whom social desirability predicted attraction but not

satisfaction, the factors which influence orposite sex attraction are

indepundeL of those which determine affective reactions to the relation-

ship ONCe interaction has begun. This tempting interpretation is somewhat

constrained by the fact that we are dealing with college freshpeople and

sophmores, who may have been simultaneously e::ploring and testing stereotypical

attractions. However, it in reminiscent of Levinger's

of

descriptions

the differing characteristics which influenee'relationships at

varied levels of intimacy. To the extent that this pattern geueral.i:ws

to older individuals, it would seem to highlight the often-cited, seldom-

studied process by which first impressions tnrn into enduring relationships.

9
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The picture for same sex relati, H hips differs, and is less colltont

across se. ;:atisfaction is again best described as an incrcasing

linr.ar function of 11 v positively the Other person i perceived. However,

tho do:rroc to which Self and Otivn: arc evaluated equivalently adds a

significant portion nr variance and in addition turns out to be the best

predictor of firness. ln other words, matching does reflect fairness in

male-ilal interaction-, and is an important determinant of satisfaction.

rutLiii;; the two effects to,c,ether, the data again suggest ueater acceptance

for favoralA,71 inequity. The mont satifying relationship is one in which

a H.c frieild is perceived somewhat more positivoly than

111;11 :ie.! c.,int_iens from such a mtch in either direction imply unfairness,

a facet whlch tIcrc:_ls the saLisfactjon derived from that relationship.

An add it ianl factc.r enors the annl\'set here. Self-ratins add a sis,,nificart

proportion of variance in predicting fairaess9 such that the more positively

a male evalutcs himeelf, the fairer 11(2 se!es fili.L; relationship. This factor

will appar e7:1in in porreived failnof;!! for female-female relationships, and

jw-lt why ! shonid hc salient only in same-sox satisfaction is,

on:71c. r. rerlIps, the up::ard striving nature of our heterose7aia1

rclat-ionships preclude!: much conc!:!rn over self-perceptions.

Interertinly cnoe,*, this prIttern crosf-;-cuts all of the evaluatAve

diensions with Liie e..ception of the self-competence factor. At least for

rol:ItIonships, there is a sort of halo effect in which positivo

evalnation of tho Other arc associated with increasod ratisfaction

rci.ardtus of uliich chJractcristic it refers to. This raises an intocesting digressi

flony h;irt.! !Token of d Cf Iplemontarity principle of social cr.:change, whore

10
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tt:1;%1-!t LI;tde t. of intelligence for another's

rr:ility or popularity. In ell of our interaction cute.-
,

royic!:, nf, vcrc found. Tridt differences were either'posirively

rulatc.-d, or not at all. PcrlvT:t ttt.tin, this ittly not be the case for first

Sc,Litti.a:tion attd IHIrness for fo:r:tics thlr clos2st same-seN

:ti:ttilat to 1.1:11es wall ore notbie enly Other evaluation

pr(:dic.t( :.tHf.Ictit-i and only t-1T. evalt:attion related to fairness. The

Ittl.t..hint:, 1..t no :trul:ce'altle effect. in cjther anal:,tsis. Only pLttsonability

Thls tcutdcltcy is idenHcal to tir:t found for

opposittt-:;t: , thuttilt it. occurs on a mc.e Timitettl set of

attribit. This it; wy miht e-ipect, ho,7ever, as nuitterous studies have

t;li;Thi) c-1;:.7.1alr; br. pri:'.1!m" ;.1-n! quality of their

int !:1;51,. 'I::: not !-:urpi thc,n, nhould he move

f::Lt H: .1.1o7yrtn, cr,ardlet-, of other attributes..

Tn lltIrt section, the question of just why male-male pairs

con,st.:rnc:d otiulty 11(-c,ls to be ror three of the four

.tjtt;1; 6flfrt is a posli.ively incresirig function of ittprussion

thy diLtewt:ions on which thrtl patrcrn emerges show

meaninftil v;:t1:21-ions. niny traditional equity researchers have

found ralr:-, rtore oecr.rucd yiLh ecHt.thle rew:trds, particularly when r,h;:tring

a t:,:t1; or :1 ray(tff rrnothcr Perlwps :tocinlixntion, with

it ou duljn.,n(, hy dictalyrt ovi.tryoats2 to "do hit-; !than.,"

or "pull hi:1 t Ic:td a 01:11e to feel threatc.nd 51 he was not

ctultrihnt iitt :.h:trc co ;1 rol,Jion:thip -- in this ca;:c, by virtue of his
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social attributes falling short of these he perceives his male friend to

possess. Such feelings would diminish the satisfaction derived from the relation-

ship. This explanation is of course speculative, but it seems to corroborate

many informal observations. Of the 9 colleagues I asked to predict which

of thesex dyads would be mostly to show dissatisfaction with perceiving one's

partner morc positively than oneself, 8 replied male-male. It seems to

me that further research into the basis for this sex difference would be

not only fruitful for a number of areas within social psychology but fascinating

as well.

Imaressions ar the Progression ef Social Interaction

Given that these patterns begin to describe how our respondents felt

abeot some of their primary relationships at an early point in the academic

year, an important question appears: how did these perceptions influence

the progression of their interactions with each other? Equity theory, for

example, predicts that relationships involving individuals who do not

perceive themselves as evenly matched arc likely to be unstable. On the

of:her hand, people would seem to prefer maintaining those relationships

which are most satisfying -- which in three of our four sex groupings

involved another person viewed more positively than oneself. Thus, our

task became a simple one, at least in words: to examine the relationship

bei.ween perceptions of Self and Other at one point in time, and changes

in interaction between that point and another 6 months. later. In keeping

with the behavior-oriented spirit of the other presentations in this .symposium,.

we decided to focus on two blatant measures of a relationship's evolution:

whether or not those individuals are still interacting with each other 6

months later, and changes in the number of interactions they share per day,

12
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corrected for overall differences in total interactions frem one semester

to the next. I might mention that the interaction records of which we

. speak are those described by Wheeler earlier, collected over two-week

intervals in October and in April.

Let us examine opposite-sex relationships first. For females, the

pattern of change reflects what we might have proposed earlier. Recall

that females were most satisfied if interacting with highly favorable males,

although they did acknowledge a degree of inequity in such a relationship.

Here, the less positively they rated themselves, the more likely they were

to be continuing a relationship with this.person 6 months later, and the

more interactions they were sharing. Further, the absolute value of the

difference between Self and Other ratings accounts for a significant portion

of additional variance. Substantial differences in either direction typified

relationships which ended, while smaller discrepancies characterized relation-

ships which endured. Thus, putting these two effects together, we might

say that these women continued and even intensified their social interactions

with their closest male friend to the extent that they evaluated themselves

somewhat less favolably. However, in those relationships in which they

described themselves substantially different from him, and especially more

positively, future interaction was less likely. Although non-matched relation-

ships turned out to be unstable, the tendency to be relatively more tolerant

of over-rewarding inequities persisted. Extremely over-rewarding relationships --

those which they had previously described as highly satisfying but unfair -- were

unstable. At least here, the integrating notion that maximizing predicts

Preference hut equity predicts continuity receives support.

For maies, interaction changes with their closest female friend are

13
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also most strongly related to their solr-evaluations, but curiously, in the

opposite direction. The more positive his self-ratings, the more likely

he will still be interacting with her 6 months later, and the more often

as well. Perhaps this reversal can be informative about the satisfaction

pattern discussed earlier. Males were more a their female

relationships the more positively they p( Irtner. This may

indicate that the aforementioned upward striving tendency is primarily

oriented toward gaining positive feedback about oneself. Since such extrinsic

strategies are likely to fail in the long run (especially if their self-

perceptions possess some accuracy or prophecy value) maximizing relationships

may loSe the source of their satisfaction and diminish in importance.

This interpretation is, of course, speculative but it does open the door to

some interesting questions and research on sex and sex-role differences in

meaning of social interaction.

In contrast, the pattern for male same-sex relationships was clearer.

Earlier, we noted that the male-male grouping was most concerned with

equitable matches, and their interaction data support this contention.

Perceiving a large difference between oneself and another male predicted

less froquent interaction over time, and a relationship which was likely

to end. Relationships which continued and even increased in frequency

oC interactioli were characterized by equally f.avorable impressions.

There is some maximizing tendency, as before, in that Other evaluations

do add a small proportion of variance. However, if the continuity of nn

interaction is nny key, then the importance of matching in male-male

relationships is further highlighted.

The picture would not be complete without examining female same-sex

14
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relationships, and unfortunately, tb(:,, data do not present a complete or

consistent picture. But the fact that these changes were least predictable

is interesting in and of itself. Although satisfaction and fairness were

appreciably related to impresSions, the magnitude of this relationship was

smaller than in any of the other groupings. In the data which Nezlek and

Wheeler have already described, this pairing shov: ' rho -est variation in

interaction patterns over the six month Period. Perbann t he pervasiveness

of these changes, as well as in the underlying factors which Nezlek

and Wheeler utilized to account for theM, suggests that we must look to

more complex patterns in associating impressions with the development of

female same sex relationships. And thi5 we are already planning, for it

points out the need to delve into these Phenomena more deeply.

If it is possible to suloarize such an amorphous set of data briefly,

I would like to present a very global oVerview of our results. With the

exception of male same-sex pairs, satisfaction in an ongoing, close

relationship increases to the e%tent that one Perceives that person more

positively. Although there is some recognition that relationships with

highly regarded others may be inequitable, this does not diminish their

satisfaction, excepting male-male pairs for whom such impressions are

distressing. In contrast, matching plays a more important role in the

development of tbese relationships. Those individuals who perceived themselves

and their partners as similar wure mosL likely to continue and increase

their interactions, although again there was some upward striving tendency in

continuing interactions as well.

15
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It seems obvious hy now that the equity and the maximizing points

of lqew are not contradictory in any sense. They speak with differential:

1,,,,ei-hts to different aspects of the same phenomenon. But if satisfaction

15 4 function of the preference for more desirable others, what is the

mechanism bY which a highly satisfying relationship becomes unstable?

Arc their perceptions of each other red, and to the extent that they are,

doc instability derive simply )ni satisfaction of the more positive

potner? Or does the imbalance evel, Aily induce anxiety in the less

posttive Partner independently? What factors mediate the changes in

pe°Ple's Perceptions of themselves, their friends and their relationships

ao their inreractions Progress? How do specific relationships fit into

pecblc's Perceptions of their more general social environment? What we have

po-unted here is preliminary and exploratory, and we mean most to emphasize

oOr methods rTld our approach. We believe they will prove useful in expanding

tile vest:1,011 of who intrracts with whom, how much, and why?

16



Table 1

Regression Analyses for Opposite Sex Relationships

MALES (T,ith females)

R Inc R2 F (Inc) P Contributiu Factors

Satisfaction

Other .717 48.84 < .001 .72

**
Her Pe:sonality (r . .67)

ABS (5-0) .720 .005 <1 -.24 Her Genuineness (r . .29)

S-0 .725 .007 <1 -.51 Her Competence (r . .29)

Self .725 .000 <1 .29 My Genuineness (r . .35)

Fairness

OtL 19.47 < .001 .54

**
Her Genuineness (r . .43)

ABS 0-0) .546 .003 <1 -.13 Her Personability (r ....,29)

Self .547 .001 <1 29* .

Her Competence (r . .26)

S-0 .547 .000 <1 -.32

FEMALFS (with males)

Satisfaction

**

Other .724 . 25.38 < .001 .72

Self .740 .022 1.07 Hi cia1 _esir. (r . .62)

5-0 .745 .008 <1 -.65 Hii Parson.:±ility (r .38)

ABS (S-0) .74 .000 <1 -.29

Fairness

*i

Other 9.40 < ...1 .57 His Social:Desir (r = .55)

ABS (S-0) .173 6.90 < 71 7.23 His Personiibility (r . .47)

Self . .013 <1 28
...

S-0 . 3 .017 <1 -.40"

** p < .01

* p < .05

17
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Table 2

Regression Analyses for Same Sex Relationships

MALES (with males).

.565

.700

.711

.712

.517

.613

.625

.625

.539

.543

.544

.544

.369

.407

.407

.407

Inc R
2

F (Inc)

<..001

< .001

< .001

< .01

< .01

< .10

**

.5 6

-.55

.27
*

-.33

**

-.52

.46**

.27

.11

.54

**

-.13

.16*

-.42

.37

.22

.01

-,13

Contributin Factors

.171

.015

.001

-

.108

.015

.000

.005

.001

.000

.030

.000

.000

21.57

15.17

<1

<1

16.79

7.78

<1

<1

9.40

<1

<1

3.63

<1

<1

<1

His Personahility (r . .43)

His Social Desir (r .32)

iHis Competence (r = .30)

My Frien]liness (r ..34)

My Social Desir (r = .31)

My Social Desir (r = .30)

My Genuineness (r = .30)

Her Personability (r = .61)

Yy Social Desir (r = .35)

Satisfaction

Other

ABS (S-0)

Self

S-0

Fairness

ABS (S-0)

Self

Other

S-0

FFY,ALES (with females)

Satisfaction

Other

AES (S-0)

Self

S-0

Fairness

Self

Other

5-0

ABS (S-0)

** p < .01

p < .05
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MALES (with females)

Still Interacting ?

Self .349

ABS (S-0) .350

5-0 .350

Other .350

P ,dy L,Inge

Self .404

ABS (S-0) .435

S-0 .442

Other . 44,-
,)1

FEMALES (t?4th males)

Still Im:erncting ?

Self .579

ABS (s-o)
.744

Other .759

S-0 .760

# Per Day Change

Self .312

ABS (S-0) .347

Other .353

S-0
.353

Table 3

Regression Analyses for Opposite Sex Interactions

Inc R
2

.001

.000

,000

F (Inc) P

< .10

r

*

.35

-.10

1 7

..0

Contrihutina Factors

3.05

<1

<1

<1

My Social Desir

He, ''erson:'

Li CC77,:,.

4,29 < .05

.026 1.00 .29

.006 <1 -.22

.000 <1 -.14

**

6.40 < .02 -.59* My Competence

.213 3.47 < .07 -.39 His Personability

.023 <1 -.32 His Competence

.001 <1 .01

- 1.30 .31

.023 <1 -.19

.004 <1 .04

.000 <1 .13

21

* p < .10

P < .05

Note: Still Interacting is a dichotomous variable coded (0) not interacting (1) still interacting

presently.

# Per Day change is computed by subtracting the number of interactions in the Spring from the

Fall, bath divided by the total number of interaCtions during that time period to correct for

ovaralI changes. Positive numbers indicate decreases over time.

QiNr thr tpo vIrlahles nra due to direttiohal differencv in 'sco.ring.



Table 4

Regression Analyses for Same Sex Interactions

M:(a,ES (with males)

1

P (Inc) P r Contri6Otin Factors

Still Interacting ?

ABS (5-0) .311
- 3.10 < .09 -.31

*

His Personability

Other .368 .039 1.72 .27 His Social Desir.

S-0 .381 .009 <1 -.11 My Genuineness

Self .383 .002 <1 .21

# Per Day Change

***

ABS (8-0) .534 - 11,58 < .005

Other .565 .034 2.11 -.32'

5-0 .579 .016 <1 .09

Self .580 .001 <1 -.29

Fin7L'S (with females)

StilliInteracting

S-0 .373 - 2.90 < .10

,**

.37 Her Competence

ABS (8-0) .390 .013 <1 -.10 Her Personability

Other .391 .001 <1

*

-.30

Self

i; Per Day Change

.391 .000 <1 .15

ABS (S-0) .270 1.42 -.27

Self .348 .048 <1 -.19

5-0 .348 .000 <1 -.04

Other .348 .000 <1 -.03

* p < .10

< .05

*** p < .01

Note: Still 15teracting is a dichotomous varieb.e coded (0),.., not interacting (1) still interacting present-

ly.

# Per Day Change is computed by subtracting the number of interactions in the Spring from the Fall,

both divided by the total number of interactions during that time period to correct for overall

changes. Positive rcmhers indicate ,iecreases cver time.

23 Sign differences between the two variables are due to directional differences in scoring. 24


